(b) Original documents filed as exhibits with the Advisory Committee may be released by the Secretary to the parties who submitted them once copies have been made.

(1) The Secretary will not be required to retain permanent exhibits, such as aerial photographs, used by County departments in the conduct of their regular activities. Such exhibits will be identified for the record and their specific use and purpose noted in the record by the Secretary.

**Rule 8. Overruling the Chairperson of the Advisory Committee**

A decision of the Chairperson with respect to the interpretation, applicability or enforcement of these Rules may be overruled by a majority vote of the Members present.

**Rule 9. Suspension of Rules and Procedures**

Any rule of the Advisory Committee may be suspended temporarily, upon approval of the majority of the Advisory Committee by the Chair. The temporary suspension shall apply only to the matter under immediate consideration and, in no case, shall it not extend beyond an adjournment.

**Rule 10. Amendment of Rules of Procedure**

No rule of the Advisory Committee shall be adopted or amended except by resolution adopted by the Advisory Committee.

**Rule 11. Policies to Implement Rules of Procedure**

The Advisory Committee may adopt policies to implement provisions of these Rules.

**Rule 12. Parliamentary Procedure**

These Rules shall govern the proceedings of the Advisory Committee. In all situations not covered by these Rules or any provision of law, the authority shall be Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised. The Secretary of the Advisory Committee shall serve as Parliamentarian.